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Since the publication of a second study of the amphiboles,l about
seven years ago, much new information of importance has become available. one of the most important contributions is to be credited to sundius,2 who analyzed and measured the optical properties of carefuily
chosensamplesof cummingtonite and grunerite and derived the relationships between optical properties and composition much more accurately
than had previously been possible.rn a later studya Sundius discussed
the chemical relations of stable forms in the anthophyllite, cummingtonite and actinolite seriesof amphiboles,and concluded that anthophyllites and cummingtonites are not dimorphous, since he considered
that anthophyllites contain less than 40 per cent of ferrous iron, while
cummingtonites (and grunerites) contain 40 per cent or more. Bowen
and Schairerareported the results of a study of a remarkably pure iron
grunerite and showed graphically the relations between optical properties and composition in natural amphiboles of the cummingtonitegrunerite series as well as in artificial fluor-amphiboles of similar composition.
Warren,s Sundius,6Tilley and Flett,T Simpson,sTilley,e Rao,ro Eskola,l1 and Waylandl2 have described certain samples of cummingtonite
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and grunerite, and llenderson,ls Simpson,laOrlov,15Ignatiev,ld Sundius,lT
and Eskolals have described samples of anthophyllite and gedrite. Also,
under the name "amosite," Peacockledescribedin 1928samplesof asbestos from South Africa, which he classifiedas orthorhombic amphiboles.
At the time of the previous study, data were insufficient to permit a
graph showing in the anthophyllite series the variation in the optic
angle, and the curve for .fy'-was merely a suggestion.New data made it
possible for Sundius to draw curves lor N^ and the optic angle from 0
to about 40 per cent of the iron end-member. At present the data of
Peacock permit the extension of the curves for ly'o and ly'r, and the specific gravity to the pure iron end-member by extrapolation only beyond
90 per cent, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the cummingtonite-grunerite series Simpson8described a "ferruginous kupfierite" with only 23 numerical per cent of the HzFezSiaOzr
end-member and an extinction angle of 15o.He has very generously sent
to the writer a portion of the material that served for the analysis.
A study of this material by Reginald G. Comer, using the double variation method of Emmons, has shown that it consistsof two minerals, one
having parallel extinction and the other having a maximum extinction
angle of 18o in the vertical zone. The second mineral is decidedly uncommon and forms at most about ten per cent of the whole. Therefore,
the analysis represents approximately the composition of an orthorhombic mineral, and the composition of the monoclinic mineral is unknown. This orthorhombic mineral has two cleavages (or partings)
parallel with the elongation, but they are parallel and normal to the
optic plane and must therefore be pinacoidal in position. After careful
search, the poorly developed prismatic cleavageswere found also, at an
angle of about 125owith each other and bisected by the optic plane. This
orthorhombic amphibole is clearly an anthophyllite; it has the following
optical properties as measured on two crystal fragments:
1[o-.lfe:0.0194
N^:1.6345,N,:1.6268(calc.);
Z\c:Oo, (+)2V:79+",N o:7.6462,
(D line).
(+)2V:81',
ZAc:0",
(Dline).

N o:1.6462, N*:1.6345,

N,:1.6265

(calc.); ffo-1[p:0.0197

The dispersion (F-C) is 0.0083 for ly', (and also for ly'^) on the first
crystal, and 0.0086 on the secondcrystal.
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These properties are almost exactly those of an anthophyllite with
23 numerical per cent of HzFezSisOzn,
&s shown in Fig. 1.
The monoclinic mineral likewise has two cleavages (or partings)
parallel with the elongation, but they are parallel and normal to the
optic plane and must therefore be pinacoidal (100 and 010), just as in
the orthorhombic mineral. only by careful search were the prismatic
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cleavagesfound, becausethey are so inferior to the pinacoidal. They are
so poorly developed that their position is somewhat uncertain, but they
seem to be symmetrically placed about the optic plane at about the
amphibole angle. The optic properties of this mineral are:
Z\c:18", (+)2V:78", ffc:1.6508,r'r'-:1.6358,
Np:1.6261(calc.);,Vo-r'fl
e:0.0241
(D line).

unless actinolite can be optically positive (a condition thus far unknown), these properties indicate that the monoclinic amphibore belongs
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at la in Fig. 2, and therefore is in the cummingtonite serieswith about
30 numerical per cent of the HrFezSisOs+end-member.
The extinction angle (15') reported by Simpson seemed impossible
until the discovery by Bowen and Schairer4that in fluor-amphiboles the
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series.

extinction angle passes through a maximum at about forty numerical
per cent FzFezSisOrr.If the extinction angle curve remains about parallel
in the two series of amphiboles, natural (hydroxy-) amphibole of this
series, containing no iron, would have an extinction angle of about 5o,
and this is the value that is derived by extrapolation in Fig' 2'
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Perhaps the most important conclusion to be derived from these
studies is that the anthophyllite and cummingtonite series actually
illustrate a caseof isodimorphism, since the cummingtonite seriesextends
beyond 60 numerical per cent of H2MgTSisOza
and the anthophyllite
seriesextends at least to about 90 numerical per cent of HzFezSisOzr.
This study has been aided by a grant from the Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation.
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